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JCM Global Brings Technologies to Enhance Guest Experience, Increase Efficiencies, and
Boost Security to Indian Gaming Tradeshow & Convention
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LAS VEGAS (July 13, 2021) – More than 90 percent of Native American and First Nation casinos select technology
solutions from JCM Global® (JCM) for their casino gaming floors. Now at the 2021 Indian Gaming Tradeshow &
Convention, JCM will unveil new technologies designed to enhance the guest experience, increase efficiencies, and
boost security across the casino floor and count room.
“With more than 65 years of innovation and creativity, JCM is constantly thinking of ways to help our customers take
advantage of innovative technology to make the casino floor as secure, profitable, and fun as possible,” said SVP of
Sales, Marketing, & Operations Dave Kubajak. “At the Indian Gaming Tradeshow & Convention, our territory
managers will be ready to partner with our customers to create a technology roadmap that suits each individual
property’s and enterprise’s unique needs, today and into the future.”
JCM’s latest systems technologies enhance the guest experience, starting with the award-winning FUZION® system.
Through the ICB®, PromoNet®, and iTITO™ systems modules, FUZION brings better management of support
resources and financial asset tracking, increased security capabilities, enhanced player marketing, and contactless
technologies to the casino floor.
Additionally, JCM’s partnership with CountR™ and their secure TITA™ system enables high-speed cash processing,
TITO transactions, and contactless debit/POS transactions to the table game. JCM’s extensive line of Digital Signage
Solutions also empowers operators to communicate with guests in new and unique ways in every area of the
property.
JCM’s latest partnership with count/sort solutions from Cash Processing Solutions (CPS) include the 7000i™, X
Range™, and V Series™ and enhance efficiency in the count room. Flexible, modular, and scalable, these sorters
offer a complete count room solution for more visibility over the operation, increased efficiency, and enhanced
security when partnered with the ECM™ and ICB systems.
To boost security, JCM’s leading bill validation solutions offer the highest levels of protection possible and are trusted
by more Native American, First Nation, and commercial casinos than any other brand. JCM will exhibit its iVIZION®,
UBA®, UBA Pro®, and DBV® 400 and 500 series. JCM will also demonstrate how FUZION enhances security in
multiple ways, including suspicious activity detection, asset tracking from device to count room, and real time data.
Join JCM at NIGA in booth #813 and on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components have earned
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multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming,
kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information.
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